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Schedule your Products to Satisfy Customer and Support Changes 

in Demand while Maximizing Plant and Supplier Resources

Detailed Description

Imagine the possibilites, 
realize the potential



What is this course about?

The Oliver Wight Master Scheduling Course provides the tools you need to develop the 

role of Master Scheduler and supporting processes to a high level of performance in 

order to plan, communicate, and direct overall company activities, including marketing, 

sales, manufacturing, materials, engineering, and finance.

Who is it for?

This course is for people who are concerned 
with the operation or design of the master 
schedule and Integrated Business Planning 
process. This includes people from the 
functions of materials, engineering, finance, 
master scheduling, manufacturing, sales, 
marketing, and customer service. Team 
attendance early in the process is encouraged.
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Master Scheduling Course

Master scheduling is crucial to maximizing 
the benefits of planning and control systems. 
Properly executed, your company can then do 
a good job of detailed material and capacity 
planning as well as establishing control and 
executing the business plan. To get the most 
out of any ERP system, you must excel at 

master scheduling. The overall framework of 
master scheduling encompasses Integrated 
Business Planning (Advanced Sales and 
Operations Planning), long-range resource 
planning, rough-cut capacity planning, finishing 
or final assembly scheduling, and demand 
management/customer promising.



quote

This course includes 

Objectives and Benefits

Our fast-paced course will give you the knowledge and powerful techniques you need to make your company 

more competitive: 

• How to identify root causes of scheduling problems and correct them 

• How to achieve 95% customer service levels with the available-to-promise function 

• How to use firm-planned orders 

• How to select effective strategies to group items 

• How to identify the levels and items that need master schedule control 

• How to leverage safety stock or safety lead times to hedge against demand or supply variations 

• How to analyze the impact of changes to the master schedule before making them 

• How to use rough-cut capacity planning to ensure realistic schedules 

• How to use a typical MPS report and communicate desired actions 

You will understand how to convince sales and marketing of their important role in ensuring that the master 

schedule balances supply and demand considerations and satisfies customers and available-to-promise 

information as a top-notch, customer-promising tool. We will teach you how to customize and apply a combination 

of finishing schedule mechanics to your business. You will be able to create a master schedule that becomes the 

master of all schedules which includes the purchasing, production, and engineering schedules. 

You will learn:

• How to manage the important link between master scheduling and material requirements 

• How to determine the proper action in responding to exception messages

• How to keep the master schedule matched to production planning rates of families 

• How to set lot sizes that reflect the reality of the manufacturing and supplier environments 

• How to use proven techniques for managing changes to the master schedule as requirements are driven down 

from Integrated Business Planning 

Through the techniques discussed in this 
course, we were able to create a comprehensive 
master production schedule which has helped to 
synchronize our supply planning and establish a 

VALID production timeline.   

Other public courses available from Oliver Wight
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Integrated Business Planning (Advanced S&OP)
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Integrated Supply Chain Management

Product & Portfolio Management



Course Content - day one
Introduction and Overview
• Class Introductions 
• Symptoms and causes of MPS problems 
• Anticipated build schedule 
• Balancing supply and demand 
• Ways to stabilize the master schedule 
• How “Where you meet the customer” affects your 

manufacturing strategy 
• Supply Chain Tensions 

MPS Mechanics 
• The Objective Of Master Production Scheduling 
• Independent Demand/Dependent Demand 
• Rescheduling Time Zones 
• Guidelines for Changing the MPS 
• Planning Time Fence 
• Master Schedule Change Management 
• Safety Stock 
• Keys to Effective Master Scheduling 

Sample Output Review (MTS) 
• Samples Product Comparison 
• Graphic Bill of Material 
• Indented Bill of Material 
• Time-Phased Bill of Material 
• Master Schedule 
• Material Requirements Plan 
• MPS and Material Planning Responsibility 

Rough-Cut Capacity Planning 
• Manufacturing Resource Planning 
• Capacity Management 
• Capacity Terminology 
• Resource Profiles 
• Research Profile Time 
• Rough-Cut Capacity

Two-Level MPS 
• Product Profiles 
• Product Example 
• Modular Bills of Material 
• Planning Bills of Material 
• Backlog 
• Forecast 
• Total Demand 

• Master Schedule 
• Projected Available Balance 
• Available to Promise 
• Make-to-Stock 

Course Content - day two
Sample Output Review (MTO) 
• Objectives 
• Samples: Product Comparison 
• Planning Bills 
• Common Parts Bills 
• Time-Phased Bills 
• End Item Number Significance 
• Customer Order Entry 
• Master Schedule 

Integrated Business Planning (Advanced S&OP) - the 
Master Scheduler’s role in supporting the IBP process 
• Integrated Business Model 
• Characteristics of an Integrated Business Planning 

Process
• Supply Planning - Supply Review 
• Role of Supply Planning Manager 
• Supply Hierarchy
• Supply and Inventory Long-Range Projections
• Resource Requirements Planning 

Other Environments 
• Distribution Resource Planning 
• Transportation Plan 
• Interplant 

Implementation 
• Effective MPS Implementation 
• Getting Into an Overloaded MPS 
• Getting Out of an Overloaded MPS 
• Simulation Tools 
• Required Policies and Procedures 
• Samples 
• Measurements 

Class A 
• Integrating the Business 
• The Maturity Journey 
• Class A Checklist Best Practice Benchmarking 

Employing Oliver Wight master scheduling methods, we increased 
manufacturing efficiencies in throughput 11.5% in the first six months and 
over 26% since attending the course.  
course participant



The information contained is proprietary to Oliver Wight International and may not be modified, 
reproduced, distributed, or utilized in any manner in whole or in part, without the express prior 
written permission of Oliver Wight International.
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About Oliver Wight

At Oliver Wight, we believe sustainable business improvement can only be delivered by 
your own people. So, unlike other consultancy firms, we transfer our knowledge to you; 
knowledge that comes from nearly 50 years of working with some of the world’s best-
known companies.
 
The Oliver Wight Class A Standard is recognized by organizations and industry 
commentators, as the definitive measure of business excellence. We have a long-
standing reputation for innovation; we continually challenge the industry status quo, so 
you get the latest in fresh thinking around core business processes and their integration 
with people and technology.

Your Oliver Wight partners will coach, guide and inspire your people to drive 
change throughout your organization, allowing you to create a culture of continuous 
improvement and innovation that simply becomes for you ‘the way we do things’. We 
call our approach to change management, the Proven Path; it’s a proven, sustainable 
approach that will transform your business performance and deliver results straight to 
the bottom line.


